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Abstract
Animal testing has long been the cornerstone of chemical safety assessments, but fish embryo assays represent an alternative. Omics studies allow the examination of early molecular responses of organisms to environmental stressors, but reduction of animal use within this context has been overlooked. For proteomics, there is significant disparity and variability in the organismal pool size used for studies, ranging from 1-1500 embryos per replicate for zebrafish alone. However, it is unknown if varying sample pool size results in differences in protein identifications. To examine whether the detected proteome changes depend on this variable, 3 pool sizes (5, 10 or 20 embryos or larvae per replicate) were compared using the two most common fish models with an appropriate biological replicate number determined by power analysis (n = 7). Data was acquired using MS², resulting in 1,946 and 3,172 protein groups identified (1% false discovery rate) for fathead minnow and zebrafish, respectively. Proteins were not differentially expressed among pool sizes, and no significant difference was observed among the identified protein groups. However, for the fathead minnow, a decrease in the number of identified proteins was observed with increasing pool size, while a trend towards an increase in protein identifications was observed in zebrafish between the lowest and highest pool size. Taken together, our observations suggest that a proteome characterization experiment using these fish models can achieve comparable protein identifications using pool sizes of less than 5 organisms per replicate, assuming a protein requirement of 50 µg or less.

1 Introduction
Globally, the use of animals for scientific purposes has been increasing (Taylor and Alvarez, 2019). Similarly, the use of fish in scientific research has also been increasing worldwide due to a rapid expansion of the fish farming industry and the increasing use of fish as models for the assessment of ecotoxicity of chemicals, as transgenic model organisms for human diseases, and in the pharmaceutical industry. Russell and Burch (1959), who originally proposed the 3Rs principle, envisaged its hierarchical application where priority should be placed on replacing, followed by reducing, and lastly refining animal experiments. 3Rs methods are often less costly than traditional animal tests and, in some cases, provide better information to inform risk assessment. Fish as non-mammalian vertebrates provide researchers different opportunities to implement the 3R principles (Schaeck et al., 2013; UK Home Office, 2015), e.g., the use of fish instead of rodents is regarded as a refinement in the sense of the 3Rs (Bert et al., 2016).

It is important to note that there are varying stances regarding the protection of fish for use as experimental animals in different countries (Halder et al., 2010). Full reporting and breakdown of animals per country is rare, although within the European Union (EU), where fish used for experimental purposes are protected under Directive 2010/63/EU (as amended by Regulation (EU) 2019/1010), the Commission makes all EU-level statistical information on the use of animals for scientific purposes publicly available through regular reports and in the ALURES¹ statistical...
EU database. In the United States, cold-blooded animals like fish are not covered by the Animal Welfare Act and therefore are not counted in the annual US Department of Agriculture statistics\(^2\). However, even regulatory jurisdictions that do not protect fish as experimental animals provide indications that they support their replacement, reduction or refinement based on their acceptance of certain assays or encouragement to develop and use new assays and approaches (e.g., Japan and the United States).

The use of fish as experimental models has increased in the EU from 13% in 2015 (EU28) to 26% in 2018 (EU28 and Norway)\(^3\) of all animal use. It is important to note that the changes in reported use over time are based on juvenile and adult fish, since procedures on immature forms (embryos and larvae) are not protected and therefore not counted in the EU unless they have reached the free-feeding stage (> 5 dpf for zebrafish reared at 28°C).

To address the critical need to determine acute toxicity of an ever-increasing list of chemicals, the OECD adopted the fish embryo acute toxicity test (FET) in 2013 as OECD TG 236 (OECD, 2013). Zebrafish embryos, which are used for FET assays to replace the acute fish toxicity (AFT) test (Rawlings et al., 2019), have also been assessed to replace larval growth and survival tests (Jeffries et al., 2015) and shown to be a useful surrogate for other fish species used in the AFT (Su et al., 2021).

While FET tests already play an important role in identifying potential hazardous substances, the use of omics technologies, i.e., integrative molecular approaches (DNA, RNA, protein), within these models can provide a more comprehensive understanding of the molecular effects of toxins at different levels of biological organization and are predicted to be among the most plausible solutions to the international chemical safety crisis (Campos et al., 2018; Becker, 2019; Sauer et al., 2017). The use of omics technologies is expanding, and the global metabolomics market was estimated to have a worth of over 2 billion USD in 2021 while the proteomics market was estimated to reach a projected worth of > 55 million USD by 2026 (Meigs et al., 2018), which is primarily driven by an increase in research activity\(^3\).

Proteomics, the large-scale study of proteins, is already an indispensable technology for the characterization of complex biological systems, particularly for observing changes caused by chemical agents. The current potential for using proteomics in toxicological research has developed concurrently with advances in the technology to separate and identify thousands of proteins in complex mixtures, including single cell proteome characterization in complex tissues (Lombard-Banek et al., 2019; Aballo et al., 2021). Nevertheless, in contrast to the established use of proteomics in other disciplines such as animal production (Almeida et al., 2021), it remains unclear how best to make use of proteomics information in a regulatory context. Of relevance to the current study, proteomics was proposed to harbor the potential to significantly reduce and refine the use of laboratory animals (Kroeger, 2006).

While comparatively new, the use of proteomics in aquatic organisms is highlighted in several excellent reviews (López-Pedreros et al., 2020; Gouveia et al., 2019; Knigge, 2015; Sanchez et al., 2011). For over 20 years, proteomics has advanced an understanding of basic physiological and developmental processes (Purushothaman et al., 2019; Ge et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017; Kwon et al., 2016) and tissue-specific protein expression patterns (Lavelle et al., 2018; Martyniuk and Alvarez, 2013), and further enhanced efforts to define responses of fish to environmental stressors such as hypoxia (Dhillon and Richards, 2018; Delcourt et al., 2015), endocrine disrupting chemicals (Ayobahan et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2018; Wit et al., 2010; Martyniuk et al., 2009), harmful algal blooms (Chen et al., 2017; Frøyset et al., 2016), perfluorinated chemicals (Hagenaars et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012), nanoparticles, and PAHs (Della Torre et al., 2018; Gündel et al., 2012).

Next to zebrafish embryos, which are the species used in OECD TG 236 (OECD, 2013), other species with varying developmental timelines are also used in the context of embryo fish bioassays (Stieglitz et al., 2016). For example, Japanese medaka hatch after approximately 7 days, while fathead minnow hatch after approximately 4-5 days at water temperatures between 23-30°C, and after up to 13 days at cooler temperatures (13°C). In this respect, the different physiology and behavior of fish species makes it necessary to define species-specific criteria for assessing animal welfare. However, given that there are over 30,000 different teleost fish species, which differ profoundly in anatomy, physiology, etc., focus must be placed on model organisms commonly used for experimental purposes.

With a view towards implementation of the reduction approach in toxicological studies, the initial aim of this study was to establish what number of embryos or larvae is required for proteomic characterization, given the sensitivity of the method and the lack of a universal current definition of protected life stages for different teleost species. Proteome characterization using a shotgun/global approach was undertaken using the two most common larval fish models, the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) and zebrafish (Danio rerio), with the goal of understanding whether variations in organism pool size significantly and specifically impact the number of protein identifications.

Considering previously reported issues for regulatory bioinformatics in food and drug safety (Healy et al., 2016), including the need for standards and validation processes, the use of standardized internationally recognized toxicity testing methods specific to each species for the experiment were employed. For proteomics, statistical power depends on specific factors including variance in protein expression, effect size (the change in protein expression), number of replicates, and the α selected by the researcher. Too many replicates may be a waste of time and resources, whereas a study with low power may not detect biologically important protein changes. Depending on the experimental protocol, three biological replicates are typically used in aquatic proteomic studies although prior research in human plasma pro-
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teomics has demonstrated that six samples per group/treatment provide sufficient statistical power for most proteins with fold changes $> 2$ (Zhou et al., 2012). Given that the current study examines whether animal number affects the quantity of proteins identified per pool size, balancing replicate number is critical.

A primary goal of proteomics is to comprehensively identify all proteins in each sample and further to determine how the proteome is altered in response to a modifier, stressor, or toxin. Most proteomic studies using larval fish do not explicitly justify the use of the number of individual organisms that are pooled prior to analysis, although exceptions exist (Lee et al., 2021). We hypothesized that proteomic characterization would be best achieved with a minimal pool size to avoid highly abundant proteins obscuring the detection of sensitive response indicators usually expressed at lower levels. The organismal pool size was chosen by balancing how many embryos/larvae are needed to obtain 50 μg of protein for sample digestion with the minimum pool size range reported in the literature for zebrafish (see Tab. S1). Based on the literature and the outlined experimental parameters, the required protein content is equivalent to ~6-13 larvae (3-5 dpf) (Lemeer et al., 2007), whereby zebrafish are considered in the larval stage following the development of the protruding-mouth at 72 h according to Kimmel et al., (1995).

2 Animals, materials and methods

Experimental design and animal husbandry
An a priori power analysis was carried out to calculate the minimum number of samples such that results are reproducible using the pwr package in R, with the power of the experiment set at 0.8, group set to 3, α set at 0.05, and presuming that proteome coverage of differing pool sizes would have a medium to large effect (0.5-0.8) (Cohen, 1988). This resulted in an n value of 6-14. Balancing power with available resources for this initial study, an n of 7 was chosen for proteomic characterization.

Culture and experimental conditions followed Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocols approved at Baylor University. Tropical 5D wildtype zebrafish were maintained under standard culture conditions at Baylor University as previously described (Kristofco et al., 2015, 2018; Steele et al., 2018). Adult zebrafish (12-14 months) were spawned under natural breeding conditions the evening prior to egg collection, and embryos were collected in a sieve within two hours of the onset of daylight. Embryos were subsequently washed with culture water to remove feces, rinsed with hydrogen peroxide (~3%) to minimize fungal contamination, and washed with fresh culture water before being transferred into a collection petri dish. Organisms were staged (Kimmel et al., 1995) and placed in 100 mL beakers with clear culture water volume varying based on OECD TG 236 (OECD, 2013) guidelines. Embryos were maintained at 28°C with a 14 h light/10 h dark photoperiod and received daily water changes. At 96 hpf (hours post fertilization), larvae were immobilized by submersion in ice water (~5-10 min), and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Fathead minnow larvae (96-120 h old) were obtained from Environmental Consulting and Testing (Superior, WI, USA). Fish larvae were acclimated in aged, dechlorinated tap water before being transferred to individual beakers according to standardized EPA methods (US EPA, 2002), where each larval fish received 5 mL of tap water. Fish larvae were cultured under a 16:8 h light/dark photoperiod and fed Artemia sp. nauplii (Pentair AES, Apopka, FL, USA) twice per day by administering 50-150 μL aliquots (density dependent) in an incubator held at 25°C for the duration of the experiment (96 h). Daily water renewals (~80%) occurred for the duration of the experiment. Following 96 h of growth, larvae were immobilized by submersion in ice water and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Fish were randomly partitioned at a density of 5, 10 and 20 embryos/larvae per experimental unit (beaker), with seven replicates (beakers) of each experimental unit for both fish species.

Proteomic characterization
A complete standard operating procedure is provided. Briefly, frozen homogenates were thawed on ice, washed twice with PBS, and then lysed using buffer described by Wiśniewski (2016) for zebrafish or RIPA buffer supplemented with 2% SDS for fathead minnow. Protein concentration was quantified using the Pierce BCA assay (Thermo Fisher). For rapid evaluation of quality and reproducibility among biological and technical replicates and starting pool sizes, 3 samples for both zebrafish and fathead minnow were first visually inspected using SDS-PAGE (100 µg) followed by Coomassie blue staining (Fig. S1).

Samples were then analyzed using a Waters Synapt GS-S (Waters, Milford, MA) quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF) mass spectrometer tuned to a resolution of 20,000 (FWHM) controlled by MassLynx software (Version 4.2, Waters). For each sample, 1-7 µL (species dependent), equivalent to ~500 ng peptides, were injected with loading kept low to avoid detector saturation, although MS2 has been reported to produce consistent identifications in the range of 0.25-1 µg (Shliaha et al., 2013). Peptides were separated using a nanoAcquity Ultra Performance LC system (Waters, Milford, MA) equipped with 75 μm x 100 mm BEH C18 column with a particle size of 1.7 μm and a nanoAcquity UPLC Symmetry C18 Trap column (Waters, Milford, MA). The mobile phase A consisted of 0.1% formic acid in water, and B consisted of 0.1% formic acid in 100% acetonitrile. Each sample was first retained on a trapping column and then washed using 99.5% A for 3 min at a flow rate of 10 μL/min. Peptides were separated using a run time of 95 min gradient with a 0.6 second scan time and a mass range of 50-2000 Da. Mass spectra were acquired in MS mode, alternating between low energy scan [Func 1] (6 eV) to acquire peptide precursor data and higher energy scan [Func 2] (ramping from 27 to 50 eV) to acquire fragmentation data. An auxiliary pump delivered a [Glu1]-fibrinopeptide B (GFP) (m/z
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was performed with Percolator and peptide spectrum matches filtered by q-value (1% FDR). Biological replicates were filtered to keep only identifications that were observed in 4 out of the 7 replicates in both species, with normalization carried out using variance stabilization normalization (Vsn) (Välikangas et al., 2018) and missing values imputed using KNN (k nearest neighbors, biological replicates) and QRILC (for species datasets) (Wei et al., 2018; Lazar et al., 2016). Differential expression was carried out by performing a t-test, and results presented following Bonferroni correction. Box and whisker plots were used to display the data giving a summary of the relevant variables in the form of median values, quartiles, range, and possible extreme values (outliers).

For proteomics, Waters MS® files were converted to .mzML file format using msconvert software (Chambers et al., 2012) to import them into the R project environment. The conversion parameters, R scripts, packages, and commands are supplied in Table S2. Briefly, all files were centroided using MSNbase (Gatto et al., 2020), with a preliminary experiment using internally spiked enolase (644.8595 m/z; 100 fmol) used to determine centroiding parameters.

Following centroiding, peak picking, retention time alignment, and grouping were carried out using the xcms package (Benton et al., 2010; Tautenhahn et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2006) with study parameters chosen using a combination of IPO and patRoon packages (Helmus et al., 2021; Libiseller et al., 2015) using QC samples consisting of aliquots from all samples combined (n = 3-4) for zebrafish and fathead minnow, respectively. Extracted peaks were exported, searched using MSGF+, and rescoring by Percolator (Käll et al., 2007; Spivak et al., 2009; The et al., 2016), a combination that has been shown to outperform popular peptide identification tools for numerous data sets (Kim and Pevzner, 2014). As Q-TOF is a relatively new spectral type, a new scoring parameter was trained and utilized for any subsequent data analysis. MS1 mass tolerance was constrained to 50 ppm, and the fragment ion mass tolerance was set to 0.5 Da (determined after running MSGF+ scoring param on the data; full search parameters Tab. S2). False discovery rate (FDR) was set at 1% using a target decoy approach (TDA). Decoy protein sequences were generated from the zebrafish fish proteome UP000000437 (UNIPROT; 46,849 sequences) or from the fathead minnow proteome (EPA FHM 2.0; 47,578 protein sequences (Martinson et al., 2021) using the de Bruijn decoy generation tool (Moosa et al., 2020) and the target-small decoy search strategy (Kim et al., 2019). Parsimony principle was applied for protein grouping, and the level of confidence for peptide identifications was estimated using the Percolator node with decoy database search. Statistical post-processing was performed with Percolator and peptide spectrum matches filtered by q-value (1% FDR). Biological replicates were filtered to keep only identifications that were observed in 4 out of the 7 replicates in both species, with normalization carried out using variance stabilization normalization (Vsn) (Välkilangas et al., 2018) and missing values imputed using KNN (k nearest neighbors, biological replicates) and QRILC (for species datasets) (Wei et al., 2018; Lazar et al., 2016). Differential expression was carried out by performing a t-test, and results presented following Bonferroni correction. Box and whisker plots were used to display the data giving a summary of the relevant variables in the form of median values, quartiles, range, and possible extreme values (outliers).

Fig. 1: Comparison of total protein concentration in lysates from two species and three pool sizes
5, 10 or 20 fathead minnow larvae or zebrafish embryos were snap frozen and lysed in TRIS-HCL or RIPA buffer, respectively. Protein content was determined by the Pierce BCA assay. Total protein is calculated based on the precipitated sub-sample (200 µL for fathead minnow and 100 µL for zebrafish) for both species. Note the difference in scale between fathead minnow and zebrafish. (n = 7; **, p < 0.01).
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When identifications were examined, the highest proportion of unique proteins was identified in the 10-pool size, with a mean overlap of 29% observed among the pool sizes (Fig. 2B). Relaxation of the FDR criteria to 5% resulted in an increase in overlap among the pool sizes to 52%, with a change in unique protein allocation (Fig. S3). Taken together, observations for fathead minnow revealed a modest and non-significant increase of ~8% identifications at the smaller pool size over the larger pool size, supporting the hypothesis that using a small pool size for proteomics studies is feasible with this species using the applied criteria.

In zebrafish embryos, 3,172 total proteins were identified in the full experiment (~7% of the total searched database) (Tab. 1). No significant difference in protein identifications was found (n = 7, p > 0.05; Fig. 2C), though there was a modest increase in identifications from the 5 to the 20 embryo pool size. Although mean protein group identifications appear close in the 10- and 20-embryo pool size, they overlapped only ~30% (1% FDR), with the 20-embryo pool size resulting in the highest number of unique protein identifications at 20% (Fig. 2D; see Fig. S2 for more detailed breakdowns).

To investigate the impact of this consideration further, unique proteins identified by pool size in zebrafish were grouped according to gene ontology using the clusterProfiler package in R (Yu et al., 2012), specifically focusing on biological processes and molecular function, with the top 3-4 rankings of gene counts per pool size reported (Tab. S3). For molecular functions, the highest proportion of gene counts was associated with the larger pool size; however, this observation switched for biological processes whereby the 5-embryo pool size had the higher proportion of unique gene counts. This proportional result suggests that pool size plays an important role in protein groupings in the later stages of the proteomics pipeline.

Protein quantification for shotgun proteomics is a complicated process where errors can be introduced in each of the steps. Due to the hypothesis tested in the present study, a stringent FDR of 1% was chosen to provide confidence in observed trends. However, using msmsTests with p-value < 0.05 and a q-value [Benjamini Hochberg] < 0.01 (FDR = 1%) considered significant. However, as each sample represents pools of the same organism grown under the same conditions, we did not expect any differentially expressed proteins to be identified. For both species, the end of the experiment fell at a time that both fish would be considered in the larval stage of development (> 72 hpf [zebrafish]; > 5 dph [fathead]) although the experiment was initiated while the fish were both in the embryo development phase. Therefore, results are presented based on the developmental stage at the initiation of the experiment for both species (embryos).

3 Results

3.1 Variation in total protein content

Determination of total protein concentration provides important information on the quality and reproducibility of the initial extraction process. It further feeds into the proteomic pipeline where an average protein amount is used as an estimate for the starting value in the mass spectrometry protein digestion protocol. For both species, an increase in total protein content was observed that was proportionate to the increasing initial sample pool size. Statistically significant differences (t-test, p < 0.05, n = 7 per pool size for each species) in protein content were observed only in fathead minnow samples and only in comparison to the 5-embryo pool size (Fig. 1). Total protein content per embryo was 17 ± 7 µg for zebrafish and 28 ± 3 µg for fathead minnow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Pool size</th>
<th>20 ppm tolerance</th>
<th>50 ppm tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zebrafish</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3705</td>
<td>2770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3710</td>
<td>2814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td>2825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>4179</td>
<td>3172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fathead minnow</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3426</td>
<td>1574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3179</td>
<td>1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>3978</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When identifications were examined, the highest proportion of unique proteins was identified in the 10-pool size, with a mean overlap of 29% observed among the pool sizes (Fig. 2B). Relaxation of the FDR criteria to 5% resulted in an increase in overlap among the pool sizes to 52%, with a change in unique protein allocation (Fig. S3). Taken together, observations for fathead minnow revealed a modest and non-significant increase of ~8% identifications at the smaller pool size over the larger pool size, supporting the hypothesis that using a small pool size for proteomics studies is feasible with this species using the applied criteria.
ever, it is important to note that the application of less stringent FDR filtering criteria, specifically 5%, resulted in an overlap of 70% and 52% among pool sizes for zebrafish and fathead minnow. Likewise, unique proteins associated with each pool size consistently averaged 3-4%.

### 3.3 Variability in search parameters
The relation between the number of identifications and false discovery rates was examined after searching the respective organisms’ databases with post-processing by Percolator. Analysis of the search results at two precursor tolerances with results are presented in Table 1. When total protein identifications were compared between the 5-embryo and 20-embryo pool size at 1% FDR, a modest increase of 2% was observed at 20 ppm, increasing to 3% at the larger precursor tolerance of 50 ppm for zebrafish. Under similar comparisons, as pool size increased, total protein identifications for fathead minnow decreased by 8% and 17% at the 20 and 50 ppm precursor tolerances, respectively. Comparisons of the identifications between the two precursor tolerance windows indicated a large proportion of identifications are shared (> 38%; 1% FDR) for both species, with the larger precursor tolerance resulting in higher proportions of unique identifications for both zebrafish (Fig. 3A) and the fathead minnow (Fig. 3B). Taken together, search parameters and filtering criteria play a critical role in the final number of identifications.
4 Discussion

While advances in omics technologies have led to increased knowledge and applications, the potential of such technologies within toxicology remains unfulfilled. Omics methods can provide mechanistic information, detecting the smallest changes at the molecular level, which precede threshold responses of traditional morphological and clinical endpoints, and therefore can inform adverse outcome pathways (AOPs; Ankley et al., 2010) for chemical hazard and risk assessment (Brockmeier et al., 2017) while potentially reducing animal use. Establishment of standardized protocols and good laboratory practice (GLP) for proteomics studies is challenging but can be achieved and will be essential especially for their use in the context of regulatory toxicology (Bouhifd et al., 2015).

In the present study, proteomic characterization of different pool sizes of the two most common laboratory embryo and larval fish models was established. For zebrafish, total proteins identified in previous papers (non-exhaustive list) are outlined in Table S1. These were highly variable, ranging from fewer than 100 to 8363 proteins, with pool sizes between 1 and 1000 embryos (< 120 hpf) used for data-dependent acquisition (DDA) methods. The total number of proteins was mostly not reported in the papers using zebrafish larvae (> 120 hpf), but one study found 4466 proteins using a pool size of 200. For data-independent acquisition (DIA) methods, total protein identifications for zebrafish adults have been reported as 10,405 (Blattmann et al., 2019), while 8,120 proteins were identified in deyolked fish up to 72 hpf using a pool size of 20 (van der Plas-Duivesteijn et al., 2014).

Using a widely available DDA-based database and without deyolking, the current study using DIA identified between 3,172-4,644 proteins in total (1% FDR, 20 ppm tolerance and 5% FDR, 50 ppm tolerance, respectively, Tab. 1) in zebrafish, with comparable identifications among the three chosen pool sizes. This observation is noteworthy, given that even higher identification and quantification is possible when a spectral library is employed (Fernández-Costa et al., 2020). While previous proteomic studies of fathead minnow larvae are comparatively limited, Moreton et al. (2020) reportedly identified 1,303 proteins using a 5-embryo pool size, which is comparable but lower than the number of proteins identified in this study (1,946 with 1% FDR, 20 ppm tolerance and 5,098 with 5% FDR, 50 ppm tolerance, Tab. 1). In both species, while FDR and precursor tolerance play a key role in protein identifications, it is critical to note that there was no significant difference among the various pool sizes, although trends were observed: While a small increase in protein identifications was observed in zebrafish, a contrasting decrease was observed in the fathead minnow, suggesting that each model and pool size should be characterized individually.

Unique proteins identified per perturbation, or proteins that are found to be differentially expressed, are typically investigated further in proteomics studies, with the first step being associating a group of proteins or disparate data into a scientifically meaningful context, which can drive novel insight. In this way, ontologies can provide standard descriptors of data, and their incorporation within modern toxicology in the context of advancing toxicological knowledge has been recently discussed (Boyles et al., 2019). Expanding the zebrafish data in the current study, unique proteins were linked to unique genes, and differences in grouping were examined. Differences among the pool sizes were typically in the region of 2-6%. These may be associated with highly abundant proteins obscuring less abundant protein signals, or the identified unique proteins may be involved in distinct steps in the identified functional group. This requires further investigation, but it suggests that studies investigating specific pathways or responses to perturbations may be improved by a step-wise reduction in organism pool size to obtain a more comprehensive map of responses. Furthermore, studies aiming to map a particular biological process may also benefit from reducing organism pool size as a first step, prior to expansive animal-based studies.

Taken together, the current comparative analysis of the influence of pool size on protein identifications appears clear for larval fish, namely that reducing pool sizes of zebrafish and the fathead minnow to 5-10 embryos may be beneficial both for proteome characterization and pathways analysis. This reduction of individuals within sample pooling steps for two different developmental stages of two common fish models is consistent with the 3Rs ap-
proach. Although a non-protected life stage of zebrafish was used in the current study, we expect a similar result would be obtained if an experiment were extended beyond the non-protected life stage, which has direct relevance within the context of the 3Rs.

In establishing that it is possible to reduce animal numbers in aquatic proteomics studies without impacting the number of proteins identified, it is also clear that many variables can influence such results. Proteomics data processing is far from routine, and analysis pipelines are diverse, although significant improvements in depth and reproducibility of results have been achieved when experimental parameters were optimized (Révész et al., 2021; Bruderer et al., 2017). While it may not be possible to fully standardize every aspect of the proteomics workflow, it is important to optimize and document as many variables as possible. In being methodologically transparent, future researchers are better able to critically assess research, minimize animal usage through avoidance of repeated studies, and increase power and confidence in the proteomic results. In this respect, we discuss some of the novel outcomes and limitations of the current study and how they are being addressed.

Pooling individuals for sufficient biomass is not a new practice, and in omics techniques it is usually associated with sample availability, variability, experimental time, and cost. Experimental designs using pooled samples are often chosen out of necessity, to reduce the effects of biological variation, and to reduce costs of high-content methods (Kendziorski et al., 2005). However, limitations are also associated with this approach, as low-abundance proteins may be lost, even when represented in most individual samples (Sadiq and Agranoff, 2008), and it is only theoretically acceptable if the pool represents the biological average of the individual samples, which is not always the case (Molinari et al., 2018).

Considering that the replacement of animal experiments is increasingly becoming a priority topic in research toxicology, the lack of research into standardization of starting material for omics methods may reflect the relative newness of this approach, such that analysis strategies research labs are regularly using are arbitrarily employed until new information is presented. While an underlying assumption in proteomics has been that substantial amounts of tissue are needed to perform comprehensive characterizations, with certain signaling or method development studies that employ deyolked embryos requiring even more starting material (e.g., Kwon et al., 2016; Lemeer et al., 2008, 2007), the current study demonstrates that this is not always necessary. Indeed, for the fathead minnow model, smaller pool sizes improved identifications.

In the present study, we chose pool sizes based on the requirement of 50 µg protein. We further optimized the method recognizing the importance of extraction and homogenization on protein variability (Piechowski et al., 2013), the use of sonication to efficiently lyse cells, and maximized sample concentration of protein and minimized loss to surfaces (Feist and Hummon, 2015). In addition to recognizing that while previously published studies on the same type of starting material or organisms may form the rational basis for sample preparation method selection, caution must be used when starting from this perspective. Critical to any mass spectrometry-based proteomics analysis workflow is the selected sample preparation strategy, which is a key determinant in the information that will be obtained, since preparation methods influence the subset of proteins that can be reliably identified and/or quantified. Nevertheless, the corresponding selection is often not based on a fit-for-purpose evaluation. For example, the initial lysis step should be selected based on the cell source, with lysis in tissue culture much easier than lysis of cells in a tissue or with a high level of contractile proteins such as skeletal muscle. The buffers differ in their ability to solubilize proteins, with those containing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or other more ionic detergents considered to be the harshest and therefore most likely to give the highest yield. In this respect, TRIS-HCL has been reported as the lysis buffer of choice for cytoplasmic bound proteins, while RIPA is recommended for proteins that are membrane, nuclear or mitochondria bound. For the current study, TRIS-HCL was chosen since this buffer has been reported most frequently in the literature for zebrafish, while RIPA was reported most frequently for the fathead minnow model. It is possible that other lysis buffers may return even larger identification yields. The distinct lack of consistency in lysis buffer used for larval fish, while potentially reflecting methodologies or analysis strategies that research labs regularly use (Eng et al., 2011), may also reflect the need for a universal preparation method. In examining human tissue originating from the head and neck area, Klont et al. (2018) argued that it may not be possible to agree on a universal sample preparation method for proteome analysis, and indeed it may also be necessary to employ method-specific (e.g., in-gel digestion, in-solution digestion, on-filter digestion, etc.) preparation methodologies for specific tissue types. Nonetheless, multiple tissue types and organs are inherently pooled during a typical larval fish study, therefore it is possible that a universal species-specific sample preparation method for proteome analysis could be chosen. Further investigations are required to identify whether a universal lysis and sample preparation methodology is feasible in the future for fish embryo toxicity proteomics studies.

Most experimental variability is presumed to be biological, with increasing biological replicates recommended over technical replicates. In the present study, we used a comparatively high number of 7 biological replicates per treatment, compared to the typically reported 1-3 for proteomic studies with fish models. Importantly, with the reduction in the number of larval fish required for proteomics characterization, results in the current study also benefited from increasing biological replicates without substantially changing experimental design. Experimental sample size number was critically chosen to produce both reliable and reproducible results based on total biological variation as recommended for quantitative proteomics (Levin, 2011). For quality identifications, proteins not represented in a certain fraction of biological replicates were removed, reducing overall identifications by 47-65%; these identifications were organism- and pool-size-dependent. However, this loss could potentially be corrected through the incorporation of technical replicates (>2), which have been shown to increase reproducibility and repeatability in protein identifications. The incorporation of both technical and biological replicates is possible within the current construct of
this experimental approach without substantially increasing costs and could increase both experimental precision and efficiency of the statistical analysis.

Further, most search engines require a long list of user-supplied parameters, with appropriate values for these chosen based on instrumentation or prior search parameters and not with respect to the organism, experiment, or sample preparation, all of which can contribute significantly to the final proteome coverage. MS/MS spectra with inaccurate mass assignments have been reported to be easily identified by a database search with large precursor tolerance windows (Chick et al., 2015; Weng et al., 2013) or, alternatively, using an open search strategy allowing for larger precursor tolerance (Avtonomov et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018), in some instances resulting in a 300% increase in the number of identified spectra (Kong et al., 2017). This was tentatively investigated in the current study, where a precursor tolerance of 50 ppm (1% FDR) resulted in an increase of 19 and 52% identifications for zebrafish and fathead minnow (Tab. 1), respectively, highlighting its importance.

Until recently, assessing experimental error and deriving optimized search parameters for LC-MS/MS was time-consuming and labor-intensive; however, new tools have emerged which will greatly benefit experimental design and choice. One such tool that is under investigation to further enhance proteome characterization in fish studies is the application of Param-Medic, which is reported to be particularly beneficial for Q-TOF data and which reported over 52% more peptide spectrum matches than the original article when optimized (May et al., 2017). Further, the combination of several search engines has been reported to markedly increase the number of protein identifications compared to a typical single database search tool (Searle et al., 2008); this approach continues to be investigated by our research team.

It cannot be ignored that there are pros and cons to the use of the DIA approach that may be particularly beneficial to reducing animal usage. DIA is superior to DDA approaches in quantification, reproducibility, specificity, sensitivity, and accuracy, and, importantly, in the quantification of low protein amounts; Barkovits et al., 2020; Tsou et al., 2016), with prior studies demonstrating this for fathead minnow embryos where 180 proteins were quantified although 1,946 proteins were identified (Moreton et al., 2020). Equally critical, however, is that DDA technologies are the method of choice for mass spectrometry-based proteomics discovery experiments, and, as such, the current results require validation across platforms to widen applicability, which is currently underway.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, while this study has clearly established that proteomic characterization in both zebrafish and fathead minnow is possible and beneficial in terms of proteins identified and associated linkages to ontologies and genes, it is based on control samples. It is important that this trend is validated with a broad spectrum of compounds as recommended by Kroeger (2006) in reviewing how omics can contribute to the 3Rs. Proteomics is predicted to contribute significantly to the ongoing development of AOPs (Ives et al., 2017). The outlined study clearly demonstrates that a step-wise decrease in pool size can increase the coverage of genes associated with certain protein groups. Such an increase in the identification of genes associated with specific pathways could feed directly into the creation of structured AOP knowledgebases via ontology-based annotation using AOP terms and enhance understanding of key events leading to adverse outcomes.

As summarized by Lippolis et al. (2019), omics data sets have not yet achieved all the proposed goals, including reduction and refinement of laboratory animals. In this context, while the role of omics has been evaluated and reviewed in various contexts, including in the development of AOPs (Brockmeier et al., 2017) and chemical risk assessment (Buesen et al., 2017), the current study represents the first examination of the number of animals necessary to carry out proteomics characterization based on a defined starting concentration of protein. The elegance of the study design allowed for a combination of scientific progress in technological sensitivity and proteome coverage while simultaneously incorporating ethical and animal welfare considerations that demand animal usage is minimized, while critically demonstrating that reducing embryo pool size may be beneficial for total proteome characterization.

While recognizing that the zebrafish embryos used in the present study currently represent a non-protected life stage, guidelines for the ethical use of animals are dynamic and must be reviewed in line with technological developments and the appearance of new ethical issues. In this respect, the development of new approach methodologies (NAMs) in chemical risk assessment creates opportunities for the use of more sensitive methodologies. In the USA, for the purposes of the TSCA, the EPA recognizes NAMs as encompassing ”any alternative test method and strategies to reduce, refine, or replace vertebrate animals” (US EPA, 2017), including AOP development, which significantly incorporates omics-based approaches. Indeed, the ongoing OECD Extended Advisory Group on Molecular Screening and Toxicogenomics (EAGMST) is dedicated to the topic “omics-based technologies for toxicological evaluations, which supports AOP development and MoA assessment” (Buesen et al., 2017). While not necessary under current requirements, the proactive implementation of reduction on a method that is already considered a refinement or reduction approach will benefit animal research in general, while increasing understanding of chemical compounds, financially allowing expensive compounds to be assessed, and simultaneously respecting the use of laboratory animals.

Based on the collected information, a proteome characterization experiment using fish embryos requiring 50 µg of total protein per sample would require less than 5 embryos per replicate for either species. Crucially, if less protein is required, which can be envisaged, even fewer organisms will be required. Such an experimental design could allow for increased biological replicates, with the application of the filter aided sample preparation (FASP) method providing sufficient volume for the addition of technical replicates, thereby increasing the power of the experimental design in addition to the statistical interpretation. Furthermore, our observations highlight that the use of conventional and internationally recognized standardized testing procedures for both common fish species examined here resulted in protein identifications within the range reported in the literature. While proteomics, and indeed other omics technologies, are still in the
growth phase, the research community has the historical opportunity to shape this discipline for years to come, standardizing both the proteome field, and potentially other omics, in line with the principles of the 3Rs for species used in an aquatic toxicology context and in alternative vertebrate studies. Proteomics with the animal reduction approach outlined here represents a new testing strategy that will need to be further validated before being accepted through the characterization of a broad spectrum of compounds, in addition to consistent approaches for performing omics studies (Sauer et al., 2017; Kroeger, 2006). To achieve this aim in balancing the adoption of omics techniques and concurrently minimizing increases in animal usage, results from the current study provide a starting point to standardize proteomic studies using already established regulatory accepted study criteria while also incorporating framing to reduce animal usage during validation processes.
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